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Abstract 
We generalize Abhyankar’s method of making two algebraic extensions of k(X) linearly 
disjoint by affine transformations on X to extensions of k(Xl, . ,X,). 
AMS classijication: 14; 12; 13 
1. Introduction 
In his paper “Linear Disjointness of Polynomials” [l], Abhyankar proved that if k is 
an algebraically closed field and F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are two polynomials in k[X, Y] 
without multiple roots as polynomials in Y, then for most linear transformations CI of 
A’(k) = affine line over k, splitting fields of polynomials F(cr(X), Y) and G(X, Y) 
over k(X) are linearly disjoint over k(X) and, hence, 
G* = G, x G2, 
where 
G* = Gal (F(a(X), Y)G(X, Y), k(X)), 
GI = Gal(F(X, Y), k(X)) = Gal (F(a(X), Y), k(X)) 
and 
GZ = Gal (G(X, Y), k(X)). 
He asked what happens when we consider a vector variable X_ and transformations oi of 
the respective dimensional affine space instead of single variable X and transformations 
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a of affine line. This note shows that the result is valid in the case of several variables 
as well. An immediate consequence of this result is the fact that the splitting fields of 
F(oi(X_), Y) and G(X_, Y) over k(X) inside an algebraic closure of k(X) are linearly 
disjoint over k(x) for “most” affine transformations a^ of A’(k), see Section 2 for the 
terminology. Also it shows how to get an equation for an unramified covering of the 
affine space with Galois group Gi x G2 from equations for unramified covering of that 
affine space with Galois groups Gi and Gz, respectively, just as in [l]. We prove this 
theorem in Section 4, see Theorem 4.3. Section 3 is devoted to an irreducibility theorem 
related to Bertini’s theorem expressed in an appropriate form required for our proof. 
In Section 2, we introduce the notation and terminology used in this paper, though 
sometimes, within a particular section, we take liberty to introduce some terminology 
or to borrow it from somewhere else. Essential argument in the proof of the result is 
to find a single hyperplane H such that for most affine transformations oi, intersections 
of all of the three galois coverings given by the polynomials F(&(X_), Y), G(X_, Y) and 
F(Q), Y)G(X, Y) with H are irreducible. The technique is first to consider the affine 
transformation with coefficients all independent indeterminates, and then to choose the 
hyperplane H, whose coefficients do not involve any of those indeterminates, such that 
the intersections of the three coverings mentioned above with respect to this ‘general 
transformation’ with H are absolutely prime. We then descend to the irreducibility for 
most transformations. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Given a field k, we fix an algebraically closed overlield Sz of k of infinite tran- 
scendence degree over k and call it a universal domain over k. By k, we denote the 
algebraic closure of k in 52. 
For a positive integer IZ and any arbitrary overfield K of Q, an element (Xi,. . . ,A’,) E 
K” is denoted by X_. By k[ X] and k(X) we denote, respectively, the ring and the 
field generated by Xi , . . . ,X, over k. When we say k[ X] is a polynomial ring or 
k(X_) is a rational function field, we mean that, with the above notation, Xl,. . . ,X,, are 
algebraically independent over Q. 
For any positive integers r and s and any overfield K of a field k, let M,,,(K) denote 
the set of all Y by s matrices with entries in K and for a positive integer n, 
is denoted by 6. Sometimes we will identify h&(,+1)(K) with K”(“+‘). Also we denote 
by k(s) the field generated by {aij : 1 < i 5 n, 0 5 j 5 n} over k. Moreover, given 
a ring R, by R,g we denote the ring generated by {ctij : 1 < i 5 n, 0 < j < n} 
over R. For any oi E b&,(,+1)(K) and X_ E K”, by 6(X_) we denote 1 E K” such that 
Yi = C!ifJ + Cy=‘=, BijXj. 
For the given field k, we define an ideal (respectively, an element, homogeneous 
ideal none of whose associated primes contain the ideal (Xi,. . . ,X,)) of the polynomial 
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ring k[X,, . . ,X,,] in n variables over k to be absolutely prime if it generates a prime 
ideal in L[Xi , . . . ,X,] for any field L for which k c L c 52. This may also be expressed 
by saying that the corresponding affine variety (respectively, hypersurface, projective 
variety) over k is reduced and absolutely irreducible. 
Let V be an irreducible quasiprojective variety over k. Let P be a certain property 
such that a point of V either satisfies it or does not. We say that 9 is satisfied by 
most points of V if the points of V which do not satisfy it are contained in a proper 
subvariety of V. 
Let K be a finitely generated field extension of a field k. Then KJk is said to be 
regular if k is algebraically closed in K and K is separably generated over k. 
For two algebraic extensions Li,Lz of a field k, where both fields are contained in 
a common field extension of k, L1 and L2 are said to be linearly disjoint over k if for 
any subset S c L1, S is linearly independent over k implies it is linearly independent 
over L2. If LI and L2 are finite extensions of k, then it can be seen that they are 
linearly disjoint over k if and only if [LlL2 : k] = [LI : k][Lz : k]. 
Finally, for any field k and fi, . , fm E k[X, , . . . ,X,1, the polynomial ring in n 
indeterminates over k, let 
Vk(fi,. . ,fm) = {(xl,. . ,x,) E k” : fi(xl,. . .,x,) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,m}. 
3. Irreducibility theorems 
In this section, we prove an irreducibility theorem which will be used in the proof 
of the main theorem. Also in Remark 3.3, we mention a well known result in Alge- 
braic Geometry. These results are the adaptation of the results of [2, 3, 5, 61 for our 
purpose. The central result in this area is Bertini’s Irreducibility Theorem presented in 
the full strength and the geometric form as Theorem 1.6.4 of [6]. We might remark 
that this theorem is presented for the ‘general’ cycle of a certain linear system and as 
a consequence of it as well as Lemmas 7 and 8 of [2], we get the corresponding result 
for most cycles of that linear system. For our purpose we use an algebraic version of 
Bertini’s Irreducibility Theorem given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let n > 1 and let k be an algebraically closed$eld and let f (X_, Y) E 
k[ X, Y] be an irreducible polynomial which is manic and separable in Y. Let u, E Q, 
the universal domain containing k, be independent indeterminates over k(x), for 1 < 
i < n. Then 
n-1 f . . . . Xn-I,-; -c $XLY E k(uo ,..., u+l,un)[X ,,..., X,_,,Y] 
i=l 
is absolutely prime. 
Proof. Since f(X, Y) is a separable polynomial in Y, K/k is separably generated for 
K = k(X_, y), where y E 52* is such that f(& y) = 0 for an algebraically closed field 
Q* > Q[X_]. Also k is algebraically closed in K. Hence, K is regular extension of k. 
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We notice that 
quo,. . , &l)[Xl,. . .,xn-1, Yl 
( ( 
f Xl,..., 
(A) 
xn_,, -e - cyzll p&Y n >> 
N w~o,...,%J[X,Yl N Kuo,...,%M,yl 
- (~o+C:&&,f) - (uo+c;&&) 
Now, since ua is transcendental over k(ur,. . . , u,)(X_, y), we have the k[ut,. . . ,u,][X, y]- 
homomorphism 
2: ~r~o,...,&lrx,Yl + ~kQ,...,&Jrx,Yl 
with ,I(u,) = - Cy=, z&. Thus, we have the canonical onto isomorphism 
03) y : w[~o,...,hIl[X,Yl) s 
~[~O,...,%l[X_,Yl 
(uo + c;=, &xi) . 
Since A(k[uo,. . . , u,][ X, y]) is a domain, we see that uo + C%, u& generates a prime 
ideal in Qua,. . . , u,][ X, y]. Furthermore, X, is transcendental over k(uo, . . . , ~,)(XI, . . . , 
Xn_1), hence we have that C:=, UiXi is algebraically independent over k(ul,. . .,u,) 
and, therefore, 
Thus identification via y followed by the relevant localization map gives 
((3 
W[uo, . . . , hJ[x_, Yl) c 
ktuo, . . . , un I[ x, Yl 
(UO + Cy=, &xi) 
and I(k[uo,. . . ,u,]) = k ~1,. . . ,u,, 
Now since f(& Y) is a separable polynomial in Y, 
k(u,)(X_) $ k(u,)(X:, . . . ,X:,Y~). 
Furthermore, ut/u,, . . . , u,_~/u, are algebraically independent over K(u,); also 
and 
K(%) (2 )...) y) =K(ul )..., U,). 
So by [4, Lemma 1, p. 2961, K(ul , . . . ,u,) is separably generated over the field 
k(ul,..., a,, CF=, UiXi). Consequently, elements of K(ul,. . . , u,,) which are algebraic 
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over k(ul,, . . , u,, Cy=, uiXi) are separable over it. But by Lemma 1.6.1 of [6], which 
is often called Zariski-Matsusaka’s Lemma, elements of K(ul, . . , u,) which are al- 
gebraic over k(u, , . . . , u,, C:=, UiXi) are purely inseparable over it. As a result, we 
get that 
n 
(D) K(Ul,..., U, ) is a regular extension of k 
( 
~1, . . . , u,, 
c ) 
UiXl . 
i=l 
As a consequence of (A), (B) and (C), we conclude that K(ur,. . . , u,) is k-isomorphic 
to the quotient field K* of 
k(uo, . . . , u,)[x,,...J~-l,yl 
(f (Xl )...) X,_l,-z - c;:l’ 2&Y))’ 
and this isomorphism carries k(ul,. . . , u,, ~~=, UiXi) to k(uo,. . . , u,) C K*. Hence by 
(D), we get that K* is a regular extension of k(u0 , . . , u,). Now we can apply Theorem 
39 on p. 230 of [7] to get the result. 0 
In our work, we will use the following standard fact from Algebraic Geometry. See 
Satz 1 of [3]. 
Remark 3.2. An ideal I c k[ XJ is absolutely prime if and only if Zk[ K] is a prime 
ideal of k[ X] for an algebraic closure k of k. 
4. The theorem 
Before we turn to the main theorem of this paper, we first prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a normal domain, u : R 4 R’ be a homomorphism with kernel 
a prime ideal P c R. Let k = R(o), the quotient field of R and k(P) = a(R)(o), 
the quotient field of a(R). Let @ E R[Y] be a manic polynomial such that o(Q) is 
irreducible in k(P)[Y]. Assume further that for a root n of @ in some overjeld of k, 
k(x) is a normal field extension of k. Then Gal (@, k) = Gal (c(Q), k(P)). 
Proof. Let S = Rp. Then S is normal local domain. Let 3 be the integral closure of 
S in k(x), Q be an associated prime of M(S)3 for the maximal ideal M(S) of 5’ and 
let S’ = 3,. Let GS(S’ : S) and G’(S’ : S) be, respectively, the splitting group and 
inertia group of S’ over S. Now S[x] c S’ and hence S[x]/(M(S’) n S[x]) c S’/M(S’) 
for the maximal ideal M(S’) of S’. But S[x]/(M(S’) n S[x]) = k(P)(Z), where X is 
the residue of x mod M(S’), and hence a root of cr(@). Hence [S’/M(S’) : k(P)] 2 
[k(P)(x) : k(P)] = deg(a(@)) = deg(@) = [k(x) : k]. Also [S’/M(S’) : k(P)] = 
IGS(S’ : S)/G’(S’ : S)j 5 jGal(@,k)l = [k(x) : k]. Therefore, jGS(S’ : S)I/IG’(S’ : 
S)\ = IGal (@, k)l. But GS(S’ : S) c Gal (Q, k), and hence by cardinality argument, 
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GS(S’ : S) = Gal (@,k) and G’(S’ : S) = {identity}. This completes the proof of the fact 
that Gal (a(@),k(P)) = Gal (k(P)(Z),k(P)) = Gal(S’/M(S’),k(P)) = GS(S’ : S) = 
Gal(@,k). 0 
Let k be a field and bs,. . . , b,_l E K for an overfield K of k and b = (bo, . . . , b,_l ). 
Let oi = (Qj) E Mn,n+l (k). We can think of oi as a k-homomorphism of the polynomial 
ring k[ X] to k[ X] such that oi(Xf) = EyEi ClijXj+Olio. Then oi induces a homomorphism 
q,(S) = 6’ of k[X,, . . . ,Xn_l] into K[X, ,...,&,] given by 
= C (aij + ainbj) T$ + (aio + CC. m bo) 
j=l 
for all 1 < i 5 n - 1. We can also think of oi’ as an element of IV&-~+(K) given by 
oi’ = (c$) where C& = CQ + Minbj for 1 5 i 5 II - 1 and 0 < j 5 n - 1. If b E k”, this 
gives us a map q, : M,,,+l(k) + A&-l,,(k). 
Lemma 4.2. For b E k”, Zb : &&+1(k) + M,,_,,,(k) is a k-linear map which is onto 
M,_,,,(k). Moreover, if&’ E A&l,,(k) represents a nonsingular afine transformation 
of A”-‘(k), then there exists oi E II&+, (k) which represents a nonsingular ajine 
transformation of A”(k) such that a^’ = ~(6). 
Proof. That rb is k-linear is obvious since each component of it is k-linear. To see it 
is onto, we notice that the (n - 1)n x (n - 1)n matrix formed by coefficients of q, 
l<i<n-l,O<j<n-lintheexpressionfora$, l<i<n-l,O<j<n-1 
is the Identity matrix I(n_i)n where both aij and a; are arranged with respect to, say, 
lexicographic order of (i,j), 1 5 i 5 n - 1, 0 5 j 5 n - 1. 
Now if a^’ E M-]Jk) represents a nonsingular affine transformation of G”-‘(k), 
then a^ = (aij) E Mn,n+l (k) be such that aij = ajj for 1 5 i 5 n - 1 and 0 5 j 5 n - 1 
whereas ain = a,i = 6in for the Kronecker delta function 6 for 1 5 i 5 n. Then 
c?EM n,n+l(k) represents a nonsingular affine transformation of Aan and a^’ = rb(&). 
0 
Now we turn our attention to the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 4.3. Let k be an algebraically closed jield and let F(X_, Y), G(X, Y) E 
k[ &, Y] be without multiple roots as polynomials in Y. Then 
(1) {a^ E k”(“+‘): Gal(FGi,k(X_)) # Gal(F,k(X_)) x Gal(Gs,k(X_))} c W 
for some proper subvariety W of k”(“+‘), where 
G e(X, Y) = G( g(X), Y). 
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As a consequence, the splitting fields of F and G; over k(X_) are linearly disjoint 
over k(X_) for most elements oi of the quasiprojective variety of nonsingular affine 
transformations of the afine space A”(k). 
Proof. Note that the splitting fields of F(X_, Y) and G c(& Y) over k(X_) in a fixed 
algebraic closure k(X_) of k(X_) are linearly disjoint over k(X_) if the splitting fields 
of F(X, Y)G(X_, Y) and F(C), Y)G(i(X), Y) over k(X_) in k(X_) are linearly disjoint 
over k(x). Hence one needs, by taking f (X_, Y) = l.c.m.(F, G), only to prove (1) for 
a polynomial F = G = f = f (X_, Y) E k[ X, Y] \ k, separable as a polynomial in Y. 
Let L be the splitting field of f over k(X_) in k(x). Then L = k(x)(B) for some 
0 E L which is integral over k[X_]. Let 4 = 4(X_, Y) E k(X_)[Y] be the manic minimal 
polynomial of 0 over k(X). Then, in fact, C#J E k[X, Y] \ k[Y]. Hence we can assume, 
without loss, that 4 $ k[Xl, . . . , J&l, Y]. Let Uij E s2, the universal domain containing 
k for 1 5 i < n,O < j 2 n be such that the corresponding affine transformation on 
A’(Q) is nonsingular. Let 4 c = 4 a(& Y) = 4(&(X_), Y) and d 2 be a root of 4 k in 
a fixed algebraic closure Q(x) of Q(x) containing k(g). Then L k = kc?,(X_)(84) is 
the splitting field of f; = f (6(X_), Y) over k(e)(x). Note that since 4 E k[X, Y] is 
irreducible and k is algebraically closed, by Remark 3.2, C$ is absolutely prime. So d, 
is an absolutely prime element of kck,[X_, Y]. Since 2 induces an automorphism of this 
ring, 4; E kce,[X, Y] is absolutely prime and, in fact, 4; E kIil[X, Y]. 
Let Lk = the splitting field off f 2 over k(k)(x) in 52(X_) and (3; E Lk be such that 0: 
is integral over kL&] [ X] and Lh = kc@)(8&). Let I+& be the manic minimal polynomial 
of 0; over kci,(X_). Notice that if k,;] is a normal domain, then $2 E kr;l[X, Y]. 
Now we proceed to prove (1) by induction on n. The n = 1 case of (1) is the main 
result of [l]. So assume IZ > 1 and let (1) hold when X_ = (Xl,. ..,X,) for all m < n. 
We want, then, to prove (1) for X_ = (XI,. . . ,X,). 
Assume, in the above setup, that Mij E Sz, for 1 < i < n and 0 < j < n are 
independent indeterminates over k. Then k[ q is a normal domain and therefore, as 
noted above, $,, E k[ ;I[ X, Y]. Recall that $,& E kp][ X, Y] are absolutely prime 
polynomials in X_, Y. Let 1 denote degr(4). First we prove the following: 
Claim. $i E kci)[ X, Y] is absolutely prime with degr($;) = 12. 
Since C$ is absolutely prime, by Theorem 3.1, for UC,,. . , u, E !2 which are alge- 
braically independent over k(a)(X), 
:i’) Ek(t ,..., f+$),X ,,..., X,_,,Y] 
is absolutely prime. Therefore by Lemmas 7 and 8 of [2], there exist ~0,. . . , pn-l E 
k such that for p = (PO,..., Pn-11, 6p,(4) = d+l,...>L,>c;I,’ P;x,+PoJ) E 
k[X,, . . ,&I, Y] is absolutely prime. Now by induction hypothesis, there exists a non- 
singular affine transformation U* = (U;j) E M,_,,,(k) of G”-‘(k) such that the splitting 
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fields of crJq5) and gp(q5) (u*(Xr,. . . ,2&l), Y) over k(Xt,. . . J-1) are linearly dis- 
joint over k(& , . . . , X,-l). But by Lemma 4.2, U* = rJu1) for some nonsingular affine 
transformation ti E M,,,+t(k) of A”(k). Recall that 4; = &u^(X_), Y) E k[X_, Y] is a 
manic irreducible polynomial in Y with coefficients in k[ X] and $; E k[ X, Y], obtained 
by taking oi = li in the above discussion, is also manic irreducible polynomial in Y 
with coefficients in k[X]. Moreover, a root 13; of r,kc in Q generates LL; over k(;)(X_) = 
k(X). Hence by applying the homomorphism (TV : k[ X, Y] + k[X,, . . . ,Xn-l, Y] such 
that ~&(X_, Y)) = g (xi , . . . ,Xn_r , CFzrl p+$ + ~0, Y 
> 
for all g E k[ X, Y], we see that 
the splitting field of oP($;) over k(X) is the composite of the splitting fields of ~~(4) 
and oJc#J)(u*(X_), Y) over k(X). So degr(oJ$;)) 2 Z2 and if degr(rrJ&)) = Z2 then 
or(&) is irreducible in k[Xr, . . . , X,_t,Y]. But degr(a,($;)) 5 degr($c) < Z2. Hence 
or(&) is irreducible in k[Xt , . . . ,&_I, Y] and thus absolutely prime. But a,(&) is the 
homomorphic image of +i under the composite of crP with the k[ X, Y]-homomorphism 
k[q [ X, Y] + k[cl[ X_, Y] which sends a^ to zi. This implies that $k is absolutely prime 
polynomial in X_, Y, since if it were to factor over an algebraic extension k* of kc&), 
we can extend the composite homomorphism mentioned above to a homomorphism of 
k*[X, Y] to k[X I,. . . &_I, Y] so that image of t,Gi factors in the image of this extended 
homomorphism. This completes the proof of claim. 0 
Having proved the absolute primeness of $i, we prove (1). Let J? = {/?a,. . . , bn+l}, 
PO,..., /$-I E 52 be independent indeterminates over k(e)@). Let, for any /3* = 
(K . . ..p*._,> E P, 
qs* : k[qEX, Yl -+ kra,[B*M, Yl 
be the k(s)-homomorphism defined by 
( 
n-1 
q*(g) = 9 Xl,..., XAC B% +/G,y 
i=l ) 
for all g = g(X_, Y) E kr:l[X,Y]. By Theorem 3.1, o~(c#J),c~(&) and crp($i) E 
k(s)(@[ X, Y] are absolutely prime. Moreover, as(4), ~a(&) and as(r,&) E krgl[/3][ X, Y]. 
Now by the Lemmas 7 and 8 of [2], since PO,. . . , Bn- 1 are algebraically independent 
over kc&,, there exists 0 5 f4 E kce,[Po,. . ._’ pn-l] such that for 6 = the algebraic clo- 
sure of ki in Sz and any /I E (G)“, if f,&?) # 0 then ab(~#~(x, Y)) E kch)[ X, Y] is abso- 
lutely prime. Similarly, we have nonzero polynomials f4a, & E kce,[Po,. . . , /$_I] such 
that f$i(p) # 0 implies oj(&(& Y)) E kca)[X, Y] is absolutely prime and f&(& # 0 
implies a~($& Y)) E kc;)[X, Y] is absolutely prime. 
A - 
Now for b E (k(e))“, if 
then ag($(X, Y)), ag(&(X_, Y)), u~(&(X, Y)) E k(k)[ X, Y] are absolutely prime. 
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Since k is infinite, we have k” @ Vj$ f4 f$k j& ), so there is b E k” such that the poly- 
nomials crb($(X_, Y)), ob(&(X_, Y)), ob($g(X_, Y)) E kci)[ X, Y] are absolutely prime. So 
by Lemmas 7 and 8 of [2], A U B U C c WI, a proper subvariety of kn(“+l), where 
A = {&’ E kn(n+t): rrb(4(X_, Y)) factors in k[ X, Y]}, 
fj = { 2’ E k”(“+l): ~(4 e/(X, Y)) factors in k[ X, Y]}, 
C = { &’ E k”(“+‘): q,(ll/;t(X_, Y)) factors in k[X_, Y]}. 
Thus, we have a proper subvariety Wt c k”(“+‘) such that: if 2’ @ Wt then all of 
Q(~),Q(&), and o~(I,&) are prime elements of k[Xl,. . .,&I, Y] with degy ~(4) 
= degr($), degrob(&) = degy(&) and degyob(r&) = degr($it). Hence for all 
oi’ E kn@+‘) \ W,, by Lemma 4.1, 
Gal(+*,W)) = Gal(ab(6*),k(Xr,. . .,&I)>, 
whenever $J* = 4, (&) or (I/Q! ). 
Consider the linear map rb from k O+‘) to k(“-‘)” of Lemma 4.2. Now by induction 
hypothesis, there exists a proper subvariety W’ c kcneljn such that if 6” E k(n-‘)n \ W’, 
then thinking of 6” as an affine transformation on k”-’ and letting (eb(4))a” be a 
transform of db(4) when we apply I?” to (Xl,. . ,X+1 ), we have that splitting fields 
of r&( 4) and (ob( 4))ell are linearly disjoint over k(Xl, . . . ,&_I ) and hence 
Gal (Q(+>(Q(6));~f, &Xl,. . . &-I >) 
= Gal(gb(+,k(Xt,..., X-I)) x Gal((~b(~))B”,k(Xl,...,Xn-l)). 
Now let W, = q-‘(W’)C k@+l). Then W, is a proper subvariety of kncn+‘) and 
8’ $! wz implies rb(i’) $! w’. So letting 5” = rb( s’), we get 
Gal (~b(~)(~b(~))B",k(X', . . ,&-I >> 
= Gal(ob(~),k(Xl,...,X,-1)) x Gal((Ob(~))e”,k(Xl,...,X,-l)). 
Note that (Ob($))$” = 0.6(&‘), Also let 
W, = {$’ = (,xij) E k”(“+‘): oi is singular affine transformation of A”(k)}. 
Then W, is also a proper subvariety of k ‘@+l). Now (1) follows by taking W = 
WI U W, U W, . As a consequence of ( 1 ), the required linear disjointness follows by the 
remark made after the definition of linear disjointness in Section 2. 0 
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